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from 48 colleges and universities
who will receive $8,000 each to
explore a field of interest.
G allaw ay ,
a
piano
p er
formance major, will study the
role of chamber music in four
countries. Troy, a psychology

major, will study the effects of
stressful and violent conditions
on the youth of Belfast, Northern
Ireland.
G allaw ay
w ill
travel
to
England, Denmark. Germany,
and Austria to observe amateur
cham ber m usic organizations
and the position of chamber
music in non-professional and
professional educational in 
stitutions. She hopes to apply
what she learns to improving
chamber music opportunities in
this country.
G a llaw ay ,
a
student
of
Professor of Music Robert Below,
has played in a piano trio at
Lawrence which has given many
public perform ances, touring
recitals and taped appearances.
Troy will use what is called
high-risk research to investigate
the dynamics of development and
breakdown in the children of
Belfast, the center of long-term
strife between religious and
p olitical factions. High-risk
research is the study of children
of psychotic parents, a group
especially
vulnerable
to
psychological breakdown.
By working in clinical and
community agencies and ob
serving disturbed parents and
children, Troy hopes to gain a
better understanding of Northern
Ireland’s society and the conflict
taking place there. He expects

that this experience will increase
his effectiveness late;' in working
with high-risk children in this
country.
The Thomas
J.
Watson
Foundation was founded in 1961
by Mrs. Thomas J. Watson, Sr.,
in memory of her husband, the
founder of International Business
Machines Corp. The fellowship
program was begun in 1968 by the
sons and daughters of the last
Thomas
J.
W atson,
Sr.
Headquartered in Providence,
R .I., the foundation grants
fellowships to graduating seniors
of 48 outstanding private colleges
and universities.

In
Feb ruary ,
LUCC
P ub lications Board m et to
discuss possible ways of in
creasing
revenue
for
the
new spaper.
Increasing
ad
vertising revenue was proposed,
but the Lawrentian reported that
the number of potential ad
vertisers was limited and rates
had been set at the beginning of
the year. The committee agreed
to allow the paper to charge
cam pus
groups
for
an
nouncements, and raise the price
of personals to twenty-five cents.
The finance committee was also
alerted of the problem.
This was the extent of the
action taken until the end of
winter term. The attitude of the
business office was “ wait and
see.” In the last week of winter
term the Publications Board met
again. Alyson Hu, business
m anager of the L aw rentian.
explained that if the Lawrentian
continued spending at its present
rate, it would incur a two
thousand dollar debt at the end of
spring term.
The Publications Board agreed
to submit a proposal to the
Finance Committee which would
cut the num ber of papers
distributed from 1500 to 1000, and

ask for $1300 to pay for publishing
the Lawrentian spring term, and
pay honorariums to the editors of
the paper for all three terms.
The LUCC Finance Committee
was hesitant to grant this
request. As member Robin Revis
expressed, there was a lack of
com m unication between the
Lawrentian and the Finance
Committee. On April 8, the
Finance Committee met with the
editors of the Lawrentian and
discussed the reasons why the
paper had been unable to stay
within its budget. Professor Reed
stated that while the committee
had no intention to censure the
paper, The Finance Committee
wished to investigate
the
financial responsibility of the
paper during the past two terms.
The paper will be financed for the
remainder of this year, but the
number of pages per issue will be
less than the first two terms of
this school year.
What remains in question are
honorariums for the Lawrentian
staff for terms one and two. The
finance committee will recon
vene soon to settle this issue.
Meanwhile, the Lawrentian will
continue to come to you each
week with a smile.

Chris Gallaway
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Lawrentian faces financial quagmire
That the Lawrentian will be
printed this term has never been
in question. How much money
there will be to pay for it has
never ceased to be a question. At
the end of Winter term the
Lawrentian had spent close to all
of its budget for the entire school
year. Although this had been
predicted early Winter Term, the
last few weeks of Term II, the
problem became serious as the
third-term staff faced the
possibility of being restricted to
printing eight-page newspapers
for the entire term.
The problem began with the
lack of continuity between those
who drew up the budget last
spring for this years Lawrentian,
and the staff of the paper last fall.
The Lawrentian did not receive
funding sufficient to cover a
newspaper
of the
q u ality
published this year. Although
warned by his business manager
his spending would exhaust the
budget before the end of the year,
Jeff Wisser, editor-in-chief of the
Law rentian F all and W inter
terms, was unwilling to sacrifice
editorial quality to stay within
the budget.

B io lo g is ts to e x p lo re reefs
The coral reefs of G rand
Cayman Island in the Caribbean
will become a laboratory for 16
students beginning on Tuesday.
The students—all biology
majors—are participating in the
Marine Biology Term, an everyother-year program that focuses
on food dynamics and produc
tivity in aquatic environments.
D irector of the program is
Sumner Richman, the Alice J.
Hulst Professor of Life Sciences
at Lawrence.
In the first two weeks of the
term that started March 31, the
students began collecting water
samples from Lake Winnebago
and lower Green Bay. In these
sam ples, the students are
measuring the level of algae and
zooplankton, minute particles at
the base of the food chain, and the

energy interaction between the
two forms of life. They will
continue this project later in the
term.
In the second phase of their
research, they will study the
ecology
of
coral
reefs
underw ater,
using
scuba
(living gear. Robert Korth, scuba
diving instructor and owner of
Inland Seas Diving Academy,
Inc., of Neenah, will accompany
the group.
For recording
data
un
derwater, they will use a paper
especially developed for that
purpose by Appleton Papers inc.
The students will be expected
to keep accurate field notes,
m aps,
sketches,
organism
identification lists, and habitat
descriptions. When they return,
they will report orally on a topic
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Troy and Gallaway Receive Watson
The Thomas
J.
Watson
Foundation announced recently
that two Lawrence University
seniors have received Watson
Fellowships for study and travel
abroad next year.
The
two
are
C hristine
Gallaway, of Wheeling, W. Va.,
and Michael Troy, of Racine,
Wis. They are among 70 students
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dealing with the biology of
oceanic islands. In addition, the
students are expected to com
plete a research paper on the
biology of oceanic islands.
The purpose of the program,
according to Richman, is to give
Lawrence students firsthand
experience in the study of one of
the w o rld’s most im po rtant
ecosystems. A widely known and
respected marine biologist, Rich
man has studied coral reef
habitats in the Red Sea and off
the coast of Puerto Rico. Two
years ago he and another
Lawrence professor, Ronald
Tank, took students to the
Bahamas in the first Marine
Biology Term program.
Students who will head south
next
Tuesday
are
Joan
Calabrese, Bart De Stasio, Brian
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J u d ic ia l B o a r d
R e s tr u c tu r e d
The forward to the explanation councils will no longer have any
function.
LUCC
of the LUCC Judicial system Ju d ic ia l
recommended head residents
states:
keep track of dorm incidents,
"U pon entering Lawrence, a
informing the Judicial Board
student agrees to certain academic
and social principles that have only in cases where infractions
evolved during several generations are reoccuring, or of an extreme
of student life. ” These principles nature.
The powers of Judicial Board
take the form of an honor code and
of regulations governing student were increased and clearly
conduct. When conflict arises con defined. The Judicial Board may
cerning these rules, differences may now take sanctions against an
be resolved to the satisfaction of all offender. The proposal defines a
com m unity members through service as “ work performed for
rational discussion and m utual the benefit of the college or
respect. Inevitably, however, in community.” Social probation
stances arise in which informal has been renam ed
“ extra
procedures are insufficient to c u rric u la r p rob ation .” E xtra
resolve differences. For these more curricular probation allows the
formal cases the college community Judicial Board to “prelude, for a
has constituted judicial procedures.
specified time, any respondent
On Monday, A pril 6, the from p a rticip ating in extra
Lawrence University Community curricular activities so deter
Council met for six hours mined by the Judicial Board.”
The Council recommended
deciding the future of the Judicial
Board. W ith all but three that the Judicial Board take a
members of the council present, more active role in educating the
the following decisions were Community on their rights and
responsibilities and how to
made:
The Judicial System is to be protect them.
More controversial is the
closely patterned after the Honor
System. Faculty will be removed Community Council’s plan to
from the Judicial Board. The Judicial Board the power to
Board will consist of six students, request restitution for private
and two alternates. The Dean of property damage made by one
Campus Life will serve as an student on another’s property.
The Judicial Board would func
advisor, but will have no vote.
All ju d ic ia l cases w ill be tion as a small claims court.
brought in front of Judicial Cases dealing with Lawrence
Board. Presently students have property would still be dealt with
the choice of having their case through Marvin Wrolstad, Vice
heard by The Dean of Campus President for Business Affairs.
Kevin
Fritsche,
LUCC
Life, or the Judicial Board.
Appeals of Ju d ic ia l Board President, wished to stress each
decisions must be brought to student must understand his
right to due process will be
President Warch.
Head residents and house assured.

W e in tra u b s p e a k s o n B a r o q u e
by Christopher Butler
Karl J. Weintraub, the Dean of
Humanities at the University of
Chicago presented a lecture at
Thursdays convocation entitled,
The Fallen Monarch; Thoughts
on the Baroque. Mr. Weintraub’s
one hour presentation centered
primarily upon mans struggle to
understand him self, and his
position in the world. He
exam ined
how
European
societies world-view was shaped
through the Christian churches
and the development of science,
and how this world view was
reflected in the arts.
Mr. Weintraub pointed out that,
ultimately, man is an awesome
paradox. This paradox results
from m an’s position of granduer
in being a creation of God con
trasted with the view of his origin
in nothingness. Christianity, the
Catholic Church in particular,
had a very strong influence on
European Society. Man saw
himself as totally dependent on
his creator for existence. The
truth value of his knowledge,
therefore, depends on the
assumption that God’s world is a
coherent m echanism that is
interperetable by man.
Mr. Weintraub pointed out that
during the Enlightenment period
the widespread acceptance of
rationality in science lead to new
insights which had a profound
effect upon m an’s world-view.
The church centered society
became
steadily
more
Fero, Steve Fox, Peter Hedberg,
John Korte, Mike Ladevich, Sara
Laumann, Rich Maddox, Trent
M ahr, Karen M alm , Peter
Schulze, Bill Spreeman, Anne
Tews, Lisa Woellner, and Deb
Youngs.

Karl Weintraub at Convo
Photo: Mike Kortenhof

secularized. Mr. W eintraub
observed two distinct responses
to these new challenges. One was
passionate re-affirmation of
mans ultimate dependence on
God.
The secular viewpoints, on the
other hand, challenged this
position by pointing out that
mans faculty of reason presented
only a partial view of reality.
What these challenges lead up to
was a world in which m an’s
gradeur was reduced to a need
for justification and purpose.
The Music during the Baroque
period expressed traditional
Christianity in its emphasis on
the glorification of God. With the
increasing secularization of
society the m usical forms
became more fluid, expanding
upon the more traditional forms.
Interest in the Baroque declined
with the progression toward a
more man-centered view of
reality. In reference to this
progression, Mr. W eintraub
closed his presentation by stating
that societies new affinity for the
Baroque is an interesting
question, but a different subject.
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Welcome
The Lawrentian wishes to extend a warm welcome to the prospective
students and their parents who will be on campus on Saturday and Sun
day for “ Pre-college Weekend.”
We would also like to welcome those of you who are here this term
preparing for the ACM India Studies program. We hope to have some
stories on the India preparations in future Lawrentians.

Viking
Room

The Human Race
Whatever happened to the human race? I t ’s an important question,
and an answer will be given to it in a film series shown at Stansbury on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of next week.
We strongly recommend ‘‘Whatever Happened to the Human Race?”
which is magnificently described in an article by Chris Krueger in this
Lawrentian. From what we know of the film series, it is a quality produc
tion and is provocative and compelling in its arguments regarding the pro
blems which face the human race.

I would like to ask the
Lawrence community and the
Viking Room manager selection
committee what criteria should
be used in selecting a Viking
Room
m anager:
the
qualifications of the candidates,
or their social affiliations?
Respectfully,
CHRISTOPHER B. MITCHELL

Next Week
Upcoming in the April 18 Lawrentian — stories on why the Ariel
publication has been delayed, the College Bowl finals, Women's Week
speakers, the LUCC agenda, a profile on an LU senior who combines judo
with biology, and many articles for which there was no room in this issue.

A r ie l
d e la y

Editor-in-Chief................................................................ David Becker
E d ito rs .............................................................Alan Gunn, Phil Brick,
Christopher Butler, Brian Lewis
Sports E d ito r........................................ Chuck Wood, Jim Matchefts
Photo E d ito r .............................................................. Mike Kortenhof
Editorial Assistance.............................................................Lee Ester
Business M anager.............................................................. Alyson Hu
Layout...................................... Priscilla Brindley, Mary Warrington
Photographers............................Leslie Schwartz, Adam Gottesman
Cartoonist......................................................................Tracy Coombs
Beverage Service.............................................................Bernie Mullin
Circulation Directors.................. Mary Ann Mullin, Ann Mary Kohl
Reporters..........................John Schmidt, Peter Olson, Larry Welch,
Andy Hazucha, John Macelwee, Jeff Wisser, Janet Teska, Ellen
Meyers, Jill Beifuss, Chris Krueger, Bruce Kelm.

Your most humble servant
As part of the Lawrence
University Bach Festival, Your
Most Humble Servant, a reading
of Bach’s letters and documents,
will be presented tonight.
Sherwin W. Howard, the
author-editor and director,
described the presentation as the
theatre
d ep artm en t’s
con
tribution to the Bach Festival
Week. Howard began by reading
everything he could find about
Bach, and combined sections
from wills, letters, council
meetings and other material to
create Your Most Humble Ser
vant.
“ All of the next is drawn from
contemporary sources,” states
Howard. The play has been
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—Hey, Hdo
you / n m i r i i r U r» ♦ the
play this next Thursday and
Friday is about?
—Sure. It’s Die Grosse Wut des
Philipp llotz!
—I merely asked a question; if
you’re going to swear at me, in
German no less . . .
—I ’m not saying things the
kiddies shouldn’t hear, but it is
something unheard of! It’s a play
with no theatre majors, acting or
directing. The German, by the
way, is the title, and it translates
as The Great Rage of Philipp
llotz. The play is about Philipp

designed to recreate the at
mosphere of the life and times of
Bach. “ Bach was not a par
ticularly literate person,” ex
plained Howard. “ He did not
write great prose. Obviously, his
genius was in music. But I found
a lot of the material interesting,
especially that Bach was always
unhappy with his financial
arrangements.”
The cast of the play includes
Rick Davis, Jack Dyer, Nadine
Karplus, Diane Odeen and Lisa
Russell. It will be performed
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the Cloak
Theatre, and at 6:00 p.m. on
Sunday in the library, during the
intermission of St. Matthew’s
Passion. Free tickets are
available at the LU box office.
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Hotz, a doctor of philosophy and a
writer; the action centers around
his effort to prove to himself and
to his wife that he is capable of
action, which is not at all easy for
Hotz; he’s a cuckold to his wife,
who controls the situation even on
the verge of a divorce by
retracting her suit for divorce.
The situation is at base a real
one, and almost pathetic. But it’s
presented as a farce—and it is
really funny. Not only does the
emotion get more and more
chaotic, the apartm ent is
destroyed in the process!
II„ * _

To the Editor:
We have been very fortunate
here at Lawrence to have had two
recent productions of the
hilarious Comedy of Errors in
Stansbury Theater: the original
version by Shakespeare, and a
still funnier one written and
perform ed
by
Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. on the night ol
Wednesday, March 12.
E ntitled “ A Challenge for
Liberals:
The
Kennedy
Response,” Schlesinger’s standup routine actually drew its
material almost entirely from
President Carter, not from
Senator Kennedy. In fact, there
was more mention made of the
candidate’s fine, late brothers
John and Bobby than of “Ted"
him self, whom Schlesinger
described merely as a “ man of
peace” with a wage-and pricecontrol plan. Some “ response."
Furtherm ore, the m aterial
pertaining to the President
consisted largely of personal
insults (including one against
Rosalyne C a rte r), quotations
taken entirely out of context (as
in Carter’s statement about the
role of government), and two
clearly pointless anti-religion

Dear Editor:
Due to production difficulties
the 1979-1980 issue of the Ariel
will be delayed until the fall. This
delay allows us to put the entire
year in one issue, including
spring sports and graduation,
thus making what we think will
be a much better book. Those
people returning to campus next
fall will be able to pick the book
up then, the rest will be mailed
out. The delay also allows us to
continue selling books at the
original cost of $11.00 a copy. We
hope that everyone who has not
yet purchased one will do so now.
LISA BRADY
MICHAELKORTENHOF

puns There were also, of course,
the ever-popular “ convenient
deletions” : Kennedy’s support of
SALT II was stressed, but Car
ter’s role in drafting the treaty
was overlooked and his a t 
tendance at the Vienna signing
mocked.
But perhaps the most ex
traordinary
aspect
of
Schlesinger’s act was its quick
change of format. As announced,
a twenty-minute speech would be
followed by forty minutes of
questions from the floor. Instead,
we were treated to fifty minutes
of admittedly hilarious rhetoric,

followed by four questions. The
questions of a lot of concerned
people will never be answered.
Incidentally, here was mine:
“ Five years ago, the man who
was then our president resigned
because of the results of his weak
character. Shouldn’t we learn
from the past and elect a man to
the office whom we know we can
trust—a m an like President
Carter?” I ’m still waiting for
“The Kennedy Response”—as if I
needed it. Clearly, Wisconsin did
not!
Yours Politically,
PAUL McCOMAS

P a r e n t b a c k s s m a ll h o u s e d e c is io n
To the Editor,
I have enjoyed reading your
paper in order to keep in touch
with the news which goes into my
student’s campus life. I would
like to offer a parent’s opinion
regarding the closing of the small
houses.
There will adm ittedly be
disadvantages to the lack of
housing options. For this I am
truly sorry. But it is necessary
for the university to cut down
costs of any and all items which
do not significantly detract from
the educational advantages of a
small, liberal arts school. Since
our daughter enrolled at a

K ib b u tz n ik f ilm
To the Editor:
The Kibbutzniks would like to
express our appreciation for the
high turnout for our film, “ Let
My People Go” , in Riverview
Lounge last Monday evening.
Such response was encouraging,
and indicated to us that there is
some interest on this campus in
matters of this sort.
The film effectively outlined
the history and founding of the
Jewish
State
of
Israel.
Emotional, rather than political
impact was our intent in
presenting this film. Although
only one segment of the film dealt
with the Nazi atrocities, we do
think that it effectively expressed
the shock of the Holocaust, and
such was our intent.
We do realize that the film was
biased in its treatment of the
Post-World War II Period leading
to the founding of Israel. “ Let My
People Go” is one of several films
which deal with the Holocaust.

similar institution five years ago,
the comprehensive fee has gone
from $4800 to $6800 per year. We
have another child attending a
state university, and the ex
penses are almost exactly onehalf what they are at Lawrence.
I would like to read that the
students are spending as much
time and effort helping the ad
m inistratio n find reasonable
alternatives to the small houses
as they have spent criticizing. If
not. there may be no schools like
Lawrence at which their sons and
daughters may enroll!
—A PARENT

h u g e su cce ss
The Kibbutzniks were unable to
preview the film, and would hope
that no one felt misled by our
publicity. We do hope it was
worth your time and that it
served the purpose we had in
tended.
We would appreciate any
feedback from those who at
tended. Do you think the film was
effective? Should we have more
films of documentary nature? If
so. what topics would you like to
see covered? Would you like to
see a seminar planned, relating
the tragedies of the Nazi
Holocaust
to present
day
holocausts such as one existing in
Cambodia today? Please feel free
to respond to The Lawrentian, to
Warren Conn (ext. 633 - F IJI
House) or drop by one of our
meetings. Our success as a
campus organization depends on
your input and participation!
THE KIBBUTZNIKS

Senator backs change in drinking age

Wisconsin’s minimum drinking
age will remain at 18 despite
higher ages in all adjoining
states. Although the State Senate
approved a higher age, 19, the
Assembly has refused to take up
the question in debate.
The Senate Bill (SB 19) was
passed October 16, 1979 and sent
to the Assembly for hearings.
Besides raising the drinking age,
the bill provided $840,000 to pay
for education and counseling

programs in state public schools.
Penalties for selling beverages to
underage purchasers would have
been increased but were made
civil rather than criminal of
fenses. Young people between 16
and 18 found guilty of violating
the law would have lost their
driving privileges upon their
second conviction.
The bill was drafted after
numerous public hearings. There
was strong support for a higher

minimum drinking age from
parents, teachers, school board
members, police organizations
and m any ed ito ria l writers.
Legislators heard extensive
testim ony. I supported all
legislation which would raise the
beer drinking age to 19 in order to
prevent drinking by high school
students.
STATESENATOH
G E RA LD LORGE

good stuff is-in...
— Yes, the entire production is
_
_
in
German, as it was written
—Professor Gerlach of the
rest of the cast is Christel
(After all, it is sponsored by the
German department carries the
Menten, Jane Berliss, Greg
German Department) But don’t
load of the show as Philipp Hotz.
despair! There’ll be a glossary in
The other roles are filled by ,n fn SnanrdiI 1arv Nott; Hotz runs
nto aM of them when he goes off
the program and Karl Albrecht
students: Emily Copeland plays to the Foreign Legion
will give an introduction in
his wife, Tom Kendricks plays
English Besides, the comedy is
her ex-lover, and Veronica Behn this?*°ld U ,here Who wrote
almost sla p s tic k —so obvious
portrays his wife.
— Max Frisch, one of the most even you might catch it!
— Oooooh,
c o m p lic a t e d
prominent playwrights of our
All r ig h t, I ’m sold W here and
already!
time.
w
h
e
n — a n d h o w m a n y D e u t
—Oh, there’s more: Gary
, T.A"? wh" ’s directing it, if not
s c h m a rk s ?
Mayer and Keith Smedema plav •i
Iheatre Major?
In the Cloak Theatre, April l <
men hired to destroy all of Hotz’
- Julie Pingry, a senior.
and 18at B p.m ., Eintritt frei (No
belongings, Heidi Johnston plays
Wait, I know that name -isn’t
admission charged). And don t
a saleswoman who llotz mistakes
sne a Gorman Major? Are you
bother the Box Office. There are
for his wife’s Aunt . . And the
trying to tell me that all of this
no tickets to lose uhtil then
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W o m e n ’s W eek
Monday, April 14
4:10 p.m .—“ Sexual Harassment and Your Rights,” a lecture by
Rep. Barbara Ulichny, co-author of recent legislation per
taining to rape—Riverview Lounge, Memorial Union
8:00 p.m.—“ Black Fem inism ”—Brenda Daniels Eichelberger,
of Chicago, director of the National Alliance of Black
Feminists, will speak on the double oppression of black
females in the United States—Coffeehouse, Memorial Union
This event is co-sponsored by the Committee on Multi-Cultural
Affairs.
Tuesday, April 15
8:00 p.m.—“ Women in Management,” a seminar conducted by
Leota Ester, account executive with Management Recruiters
of Northeastern Wisconsin, on how successful women have
achieved management positions, how to face the job market,
and how to make a job lead to a management position—
Ormsby Hall Lounge
Wednesday, April 16
4:10 p.m .—“ Gender in the U.S., Gender at Lawrence,” lecture
by and discussion with Ann Leffler, assistant professor of
sociology, on whether changes have occurred with respect to
gender and how gender affects students and their relations
with one another—Women’s Center, Colman Hall
7:30 p.m.—“ Women in Crisis.” panel discussion with Peg
Olesen, Crisis Intervention Center phone coordinator; Bonnie
Ahfeldt, of the Rape Crisis Center; Diane Mandler, member of
the Outagamie County Social Services Emergency Crisis
Team, and Kathy Stiver, a psychiatric social worker for
Outagamie County—Riverview Lounge, Memorial Union.
Thursday, April 17
12:20 p.m .—“ Ginny and G uitar,” Entertainment a la Carte—
Virginia Merrifield, ’80, will sing and strum—Riverview
Lounge, Memorial Union
4:10 p.m.—“Sex Roles and the Developmental Psychologist,” a
lecture by Illene Noppe, assistant professor of psychology, on
current theories about and research into gender identity
development—Youngchild Hall, Room 161. This event is co
sponsored by the Psychology Club.
8:00 p.m .—“ Black Macho and the Myth of the Superwoman,” a
lecture by Michelle Wallace, author of the book by the same
name—Riverview Lounge, Memorial Union.
Friday, April 18
4:10 p.m.—“The Validity of Women’s Studies Programs,” a
lecture by Prof. Joan McAuliffe, chair of the Women’s Studies
Program, UW-Stevens Point—Youngchild Hall, Room 161.
Saturday, April 19
9:00 p.m.—“ Back to Basie” dance, $3.00 each, $5.00 per
couple—Colman Hall.
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Issues
confronted
by Jill Beifuss
On Monday, April 14, Rep.
Barbara Ulichny will present a
lecture on Sexual Harassment
and Your Rights, and will open
Law rence’s annual W om en’s
Week. Sponsored by the Downer
Feminist Council, Women’s Week
is an attem pt to confront
Lawrence students with the
issues, “to force them to realize
that there are issues, ” says Jill
Swenson of Downer Feminist
Council.
“ People think changes have
occurred.
They
h a v e n ’t.
D iscrim inatio n has been in 
stitutionalized and has become
more subtle.” Most jobs, she
continued, do still discriminate
against women, both by unob
trusive means, such as promotion
by seniority, and in other, more
blatant ways. “ It may be illegal
to ask a job applicant if she’s
married, but that doesn’t stop
anyone.”
Society still discriminates not
only against sex, but against
sexual preferences. “ Women
don’t even own their own bodies.
We may have the option to
remain single, but it is not
socially acceptable to be lesbian,
celibate, or sexually active with
more than one man. The ‘norm’
of heterosexual matrimony is,
however, the minority. But no
one questions the system. Women
seek a personal solution to
problems like this.”
It is to be hoped that Women’s
Week will make Lawrentians
more aware that “ women’s”
problems have a sociological,
political, economical basis; that
they must be accepted as social
problems and dealt with as such.
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V IS IT IN G SPEA K ER Wendy O ’Flaherty.
Photo: Adam Gottesman

Ms. O ’Flaherty used several
examples from Ind ian and
African mythology to illustrate
her points. From her examples it
became clear that although a
man can become a woman in
mythology, the reverse is not
true. She demonstrated this fact
by explaining two of the
tra d itio na l practices of the
A frican,
subincision
and
clitoridectomy. Subincision is the
practice of making an incision in
males which corresponds to the
female vagina. This is, in effect,
creating an androgyne, a more
female male. Clitoridectomy is
the removal of a female clitoris.

This destroys her sexuality,
leaving her essentially sexless,
not a more male female. This
illustrates the belief that men can
become women but the reverse is
not desirable.
Ms. O ’Flaherty concluded her
talk by explaining the concept of
androgynous gods. One of the
possible meanings of androgyny
involves the individual’s sexual
relationship with the gods. True
androgynes have no erotic
possibility, yet most of the an
drogynes of m ythology are
predominantly male and each
individual must deal with them
accordingly.

FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE
The Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle offers work leading to the MA in theoretical and
applied linguistics, including an MA in TESOL (Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages).
Beginning in the Fall Quarter, 1980, the Department of
Linguistics will offer a generous number of fellowships to
qualifying graduate students—which will include a tuition and
fee waiver, plus a tax-free spipend of $1,000 at minimum. In ad
dition, other kinds of financial aid are available to prospective
students. For applications and information, write to:
Andrew Schiller, Head
Department of Linguistics
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4348
Chicago, IL 60680
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O’Flaherty reveals androgyne myth
bv Janet Teska
On Friday, April 4, Wendy
Donniger O ’Flaherty, professor
of religion at the University of
Chicago spoke on “ The Myth of
the Androgyne in India” as part
of the ACM India Studies
program. She began her talk by
defining exactly what is meant by
the term androgyne and then
proceeded to explain their
various forms and types.
An androgyne is a mythical
being simultaneously male and
fem ale
in
physical
or
psychological form. Androgynes
are most often divided vertically,
one side being female and the
other male, but some are divided
horizontally. Most androgynes
are predominantly male. This is
believed to be positive, while the
much rarer
predom inantly
female androgynes are viewed
negatively.
True androgynes are equally
m ale and fem ale. E unuchs,
transvestites and the pregnant
m ale sym bol
are pseudoandrogynous
beings.
Ms.
O’Flaherty used three examples
from the television series Star
Trek to illustrate the concept of
androgeny. She mentioned the
episode in which Mr. Spock
joined minds with a nurse and
they shared one body as one
being.
Ms. O’Flaherty pointed out that
physical androgynes do appear in
nature. In fact, approximately 2-3
percent of all babies born are
hermaphroditic. However, these
physical androgynes are not
regarded as sacred and are never
worshipped. They are most often
hidden away or killed.
Phychological androgynes are
of two types. The first type is
called the splitting androgyne.
This is a male and female being
which can only become useful
when it becomes either male or
female. The other type is called
the fusing androgyne, it looks
either male or female, but is
destined to become one or the
other.
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From the Chicago Tribune, The Post Crescent, and The Wall
Street Journal

by Christopher Butler
In an effort to put the Palestinian problem “on the road to a
just settlement” , Egyptian President Anwar Sadat opened talks
Tuesday with President Carter concerning how much self-rule
the Arabs are to have in Israeli-held territory.
Tension between Iran and Iraq increased Tuesday as Iran
charged its neighbor with attacks across the border and
widespread expulsion of Iranians. Iran put its Army on full alert
and ordered all diplomats home from Baghdad as Iraq massed
220,000 troops along the 800 mile border.
Republican candidate John B. Anderson announced that he
will not run as an independent if it meant helping Ronald
Reagan win the White House. Although Anderson is commited to
the stance that American voters should have a choice, he is
concerned that his running as an independent would draw votes
that would otherwise to to Carter.
An 18 year old Appleton woman was found slain Sunday
morning on French Road in Grand Chute. Puncture wounds and
strangulation marks lead police to believe it was a homicide, but
the exact cause of death has yet to be determined.
New York State Judge John Monteleone cited a no-strike
order and threatened stiffer fines than the one million dollars
levied last Tuesday, if the New York Transit Union did not order
their 35,000 members back to work immediately.
The U.S. Army has sent a female soldier to jail for sexually
harassing a male GI, an army spokesman said. This is the first
application of the Arm y’s new sexual harassment rules.
C o m m e n ta ry

Ignore Carter rhetoric
by Brian Lewis
Right on the brink of turning
the “ Iran Crisis” into political
paydirt, President Carter has
found reason, though nothing has
really changed for the captives,
to sever all ties, put the FBI back
to work scurrying around after
people, put a deadline on the
already life and death situation, a
deadline which could easily
become the monkey wrench. The
U.S. is totally innocent in Iran,
obviously, so the President must
sail the nearest fleet into the
closest ocean, alert the carriers,
the Marines, the Pentagon, and
inflate the already huge and
highly inflationary defense
budget.
On Sunday, 60 Minutes and Dan
Rather went into Afghanistan to
spy on the reported Russian
atrocities. Instead, what the
viewer saw were films of the all
too fa m ilia r, only-one-armyapparent, often faked, “ and there
go the valiant heroes, our allies,
into battle” type presentation.
The “heroes” were standing
straight up, close together, and
talking as they walked into

battle. Funnier yet, nearly all the
Afghans Rather spoke with asked
for guns, and not American
soldiers, to be funneled through
the CIA. Exactly the U.S. line at
the moment, coincidentally.
In other words, we may have to
blockade or bomb, M uslim
revolutionaries in Teheran, but
tax money (gobs), intervention of
a very military type on the
Russian border, and the usual
anything-goes in favor of the
M uslim revolutionaries, our
allies, in Kabul right next door to
Teheran, is fine, even advisable.
After 160 days of crisis at
mosphere som etim es more,
sometimes less enhanced by the
media en masse, after all the
Presidential leadership and the
Presidential saber rattling, and
all the Presidential campaigning
by non-campaigning from the
Rose G arden,
it becomes
especially important for all of us
to remember that this is an
election year, just an election
year, and the rhetoric therefrom
should not be construed as
dangerous, necessary, or even in
some cases true.
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T h e “ S t. M a tth e w P a s s io n
One of Johann Sebastian
Bach’s greatest and best known
choral works, the “ St. Matthew
P assion,” w ill be perform ed
Sunday, April 13, in Lawrence
Memorial Chapel.
Margaret Hillis, conductor of
the Chicago Symphony Chorus,
will direct the Lawrerlce Concert
Choir, the Wisconsin Vocal
Ensemble, and the Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra in a per
formance beginning at 4 p.m.
First perform ed on Good
Friday, 1729, the “ St. Matthew
Passion” is described by Colin
Murdoch, dean of the Con
servatory of Music, as “one of a
handful of western m u sic ’s
greatest treasures.” It requires
two separate choirs, two separate
orchestras, six major soloists and
11 minor soloists.
The “ St. Matthew Passion”
performance at this time is made
possible by a combination of
fortunate circumstances. “ One,”
Murdoch said, “ is the presence in
Appleton of the excellent
Wisconsin Vocal Ensemble,” a
33-voice choir composed largely
of music teachers and conducted
by David Saladino, choral
director of Appleton High School
East. Another is the quality of the
Lawrence Concert Choir, under
Karle Erickson, director of
choral studies at Lawrence, and
of the Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Carlton
McCreery.
“ Last,
and
of
special
sig nific an ce,” Murdoch said,
“ was the availability of Miss
Hillis, who is one of the most
respected choral conductors in
the country.” Her appearance
here is being made possible by a
grant from the Aid Association
for Lutherans.
Miss Hillis had directed the

Chicago Symphony Chorus since
1957, when she was invited by
music director Fritz Reiner to
form the organization. In 1977 she
captured nationwide attention
when she substituted on short
notice for Sir Georg Solti to
conduct Mahler’s Symphony No.
8 in Carnegie Hall. Directing 400
musicians on that occasion, she
was given a standing ovation by
the crowd and rave reviews by
New York Music critics.
A native of Indiana, Miss Hillis
was graduated from Indiana
University and studied choral
conducting with Robert Shaw at
the Juilliard School of Music. She
was assistant conductor of
Shaw’s Collegiate Chorale, and
from 1951 to 1961, she conducted
her own orchestra and chorus in
New York City.
The “ St. Matthew Passion” is
the account of the martyrdom of
Jesus as recorded in the Gospel
according to St. M atthew,
Chapters 26 and 27. Bach
organized the work in two parts—
the first relating the betrayal,
last supper and the arrest in the
Garden of Gethsemane, and the
second continuing with the trial,
crucifixion, death and burial of
Jesus.
Major roles will be sung by
Kenneth
Bozeman
as
the
E vangelist, P aul Kiesgen as
Jesus and M ari T aniguchi,
soprano, Karen Brunssen, alto,
Kirk Stuart, tenor, and Kurt
Link, bass.
Bozeman and Miss Taniguchi
are members of the Conservatory
faculty. Both have appeared
frequently in recitals and as
soloists in major choral works.
Kiesgen sang with the Lyric
Opera of Chicago and with the
Chicago Symphony Chorus while

he
attended
Northwestern
University. He also studied voice
with Hermanus Baer and spent
summers studying opera with
Boris Goldolvsky. In 1967 he
joined the Goldovsky Opera
Company for its national tour of
“ Rigoletto.” He was recently
appointed to the Northwestern
University voice faculty.
Stuart has appeared in a
variety of musical productions in
the greater metropolitan Chicago
area, including the nationally
televised performance of the
“ D o - It’Y o u rs e lf M e s s ia h ,”
conducted by Miss Hillis. Ms.
Brunssen received a B.A. degree
in music from Luther College and
attended the Yale School of
Music, where she studied voice
with Phyllis Curtin. She is a
professional m em ber of the
Chicago Symphony Chorus, the
Grant Park Symphony Chorus
and Music of the Baroque.
Link
graduated
from
Lawrence in 1977 with honors for
distinction in performance. He
has sung opera and operetta roles
in the Chicago area and is a
member of the Chicago Sym
phony Chorus. He will be soloist
in the roles of Raphael and Adam
in Haydn’s “ Creation” at the
University of Missouri under the
direction of Miss Hillis.
The “ St. Matthew Passion”
perform ance
w ill
be
the
culmination of a week-long Age of
Bach Festival on the Lawrence
campus. The festival will include
an exhibit of photographs and
watercolors of places where Bach
lived and worked, lectured on
Bach, readings of excerpts from
Bach’s letters, and films.
Priced at $7 and $5, tickets for
the “ St. Matthew Passion” may
be purchased at the Box Office.

LAW RENCE RASMUSSEN
B a c h L e c tu re
L aw rence
R asm ussen,
professor and chairman emeritus
of music at Adelphi University,
opened the Lawrence Con
servatory’s festival on Bach and
His Age with style on Monday.
Rasmussen presented lectures on
“ Bach: A Man for All Seasons”
and
“ Bach:
The
Fifth
E vange list” to appreciative
baroque aficionados earlier this
week.
In both talks Rasmussen
stressed Bach’s genius in his
composition of “ The St. Mat
thew’s Passion” —to be per
formed Sunday in the Chapel.
Rasmussen said that “The St.
Matthew’s Passion has always
existed. Bach was only the
vehicle and channel through
which it came. The St. Matthew
was discovered rather than
created.” He compared the
music to a block of marble—and
as
an
artist
such
as
Michaelangelo chipped away the
marble to uncover the statue—so
it was with this great work of
music.
He said that within Bach’s
music we have feast and famine.

Photo: Leslie Schwartz

The famine is that practically
nothing is known about the in
cidents which influenced this or
any other composition of Bach’s.
The
feast,
according
to
Rasmussen, is within the St.
Matthew itself.
The
distinguished
Bach
scholar, who claims to have
hated Bach’s music when he was
in college, repeatedly noted that
Bach was “so accurate” in his
reconstruction of the Gospel. For
instance, Bach has the disciples
ask, “ Lord, is it I? ” only eleven
times—indicating that the traitor
Judas never asks if he would
betray Jesus.
R asm ussen
lauded
the
“colossal im pact” of Bach’s St.
Matthew’s Passion. “ The whole
is greater than the sum of its
parts,” he said.
Albert Schweitzer, the famous
h u m a n ita ria n m issionary and
Bach expert, stated that “one
must be simple and consecrated
to perform Bach r ig h tly .”
Rasm ussen echoed that sen
timent and concluded by saying
that today’s world is sorely in
need of someone with Bach’s
spiritual fervor and zeal for
spreading Christianity.

Whatever Happened?
Submarine Sandwiches
In tr o d u c in g

fro m

M ilw a u k e e

by Chris Krueger
Abortion, infanticide and
euthanasia are discussed in
many contexts. Viewed as moral,
social, political and practical
questions, these issues provide
subject matter for philosophers,
f e m in is ts ,
p h y s ic ia n s ,
sociologists and politicians. In
the film series “ Whatever
Happened to the Human Race?” ,
theologian Francis A. Schaeffer
and physician Everett Koop
present the facts of abortion,
infanticide and euthanasia in
order to consider them in terms
of metaphysical beliefs. Their
primary goal is to challenge the
beliefs about the value of human
life which provide the foundation
for decisions about proper ac-

tions toward human beings.
“ Whatever Happened to the
Human Race?” is presented in
five, 45 minute films based on
Schaeffer’s and Koop’s book by
the same title. The first three
film s deal successively with
abortion,
in fa nticid e
and
euthanasia, in which the authors
argue that the philosophies
justify ing
the
first
lead
necessarily to the others. The
final two films grapple with the
fund am ental reasons for the
diminishing respect for human
life, concluding that they are
rooted in Western materialistic
humanism. With no base for
absolute, humane values, social
convenience stands as the only

O P EN DAILY FR O M 1 1 :0 0 a.m. — M ID N IG H T
F R ID A Y -S A T U R D A Y : 11:00 a .m .— 2:00 a.m.

P h o n e A h e a d f o r F a s t S e r v ic e —

731-0644

Fresh Baked Bread —
Hot Out of the Oven every 4 hours.

is t h e b i g g e s t t h i n g t o h i t t h e v a l l e y s i n c e t h e
in t r o d u c t io n o f tr u ly
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• Prints and g raphics
• Photo supplies

• Quality photo finishing
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— N e w Lo c a tio n —
116 N. Division Street
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347 W
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(Well Worth the Walk)
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731-8950
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Equipment Missing
The Media Center asks its many
friends around campus to help in
discovering the whereabouts of a
35mm camera, a 28mm lens, a 135
mm lens, and a zoom lens (about
$900 total), all of which were stolen
from the Media Center shortly
before Term II exams.
Presidential Election Simulation
The annual Presidential Election
Simulation will be held later this
term involving students from two
Government courses. In addition,
interested students, especially • but
not limited to • those who have par
ticipated in past simulations or
who have survived the Parties
Course are invited to savor once
again the glories of the making of a
President.
Presidential Simulation ’80 will
be held in the Riverview Lounge of
the Student Union on Friday, May
16 (evening), Saturday, May 17
(morning and afternoon), and will
conclude on Friday evening, May
23.
If you would like to participate in
Presidential Simulation '80, please
leave a note in Mr. Longley's mail
box in Main Hall, or talk to one of
the Gam e Overall Directors
(G.O.D.S.), Mitzi Mahoney or John
Stoner.
Multicultural Education Center
U niversity
of
WisconsinOshkosh Multicultural Education
Center, 751 Algoma Boulevard,
Oshkosh, 424-1247, is sponsoring a
Festival of the Arts Week from
A pril 26th-May 3rd. B O B B Y
SEALE on Wednesday, April 30th.
B A IL E (Dance) with music by
Sancho on Saturday, May 3rd. For
more information contact Ronna at
x327—College Methods Lab at LU.
Auditions
Lawrence University Theatre
Department announces Auditions
for The Shadow Box, directed by
Ian Elliot of The Appleton Reper
tory Theatre. If you are in a play
now, you are still eligible for The
Shadow Box. Rehearsal schedules
will be arranged accordingly.
Audition dates: This Friday and
Saturday, April 11 and 12, from
7:30-10:00 p.m. in S tansb ury
Theatre. Be there—Aloha!

Paulie: I love your hindquarter.
Where did it come from . . . certain
ly not from studying ORGO?
Loser!
Dear H: When are you going
home?
H err S c h m m m m m m m m m m medema: We have found a room
mate for you . . . a real cute
Algerian. Keep bouncing big guy . . .
don’t let 'em freak your mind.
Bill B. and Kriss have been asked
by some people to be cool with hot
love around the campus. Voting
will begin soon. Anybody?
1 am looking for two roommates
close to the downtown area. Please
contact Patty Tuesburg at 6822777, or 682-5887 after 7 p.m. for
more information.
From now o n —A L L P E R 
SO N A LS and General Announ
cements submitted to the Lawren
tian must be typed. If they are not,
they will not be printed!

CELEBRATE '80!
We need you to help organize and
participate in Celebrate ’80 on
Sunday May 11 (Mother's Day).
If you want to
—operate a food concession ($10
fee), call Jim Cornelius x392 or
Karen Lutz x363.
—operate an artist’s, craftman s
informational service, etc. booth
(no fee), call Amy Pagel, x314.
—work on publicity, call Kathy
Doyle x314, or Mary Taylor x341,
or Connie Skowronski x341.
—help with set-up, planning or
anything at all to make Celebrate
'80 a success, call Greg Griffin x359
or Jim Cornelius x392.
TROPOS:
Final Deadline
Now that spring "has arrived and
we’ve had our second wind, the
editors of T R O P O S are a n 
ticipating one last wave of creative
submissions to complete the 1980
issue. The final deadline for this
years’ magazine is April 24th. If
you have submitted previously,
please feel free to give us more.
Remember to print your name and
address with each submission. All
poetry and short-fiction should be
taken to our second floor Main Hall
m ailbox. Take artw ork and
photographs to Worcester A rt
Center office and sign the infor
mation sheet tacked to the office
door. All work will be returned by
the end of the term.
Class Changes Deadline
Last day to change courses and
elect S/U options. No class change
forms or S/U option forms will be
accepted after April 21. Students
may w ithdraw from courses
through the last day of classes,
Friday, June 6.
C A T H O LIC MASS
CO LM AN LOU N GE
A P R IL
13—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
19—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
27—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
M AY
3—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
11—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
17—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
31—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
JU N E
8—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
Tired of Downer Food? Have a
craving for good home-made
spaghetti? Well, skip Downer and
come to the Delta Gamma Pledge
Class S paghetti Dinner, W ed
nesday, April 16, 4:30 to 6:30, Fiji
House. $1.50 for lots of home-made
spaghetti.
____________________

Static Disrupters
The netnl for disruption is long
overdue in Appleton. Yet...the
Static Disrupters are performing
Sunday night, April 13. at the
Thirsty Whale. The event is in the
spirit of the "New Wave nights''
held every Tuesday and Saturday
at the Thirsty Whale. The jpoup
will disrupt ail the static available
with their new. original repertoire
and always highly danceable
sound. The Disrupters are: Craig
Rosen singing. Ken Muschenheim
playing guitar. Rick Schoen on
bass, Gary DiMichele on drums,
and announcing Doug Segal, the
newest member, who plays
saxophone, flute, and the syn
thesizer. Come and Disrupt your
self.
Water Polo
Anyone interested in playing
water polo this spring, the first
organizational meeting will be held
this Sunday evening, April 13, at
7:30 p.m. in the Coffeehouse. Water
polo experience is not required, but
ability to swim is. If unable to at
tend, contact Mike O ’Connell,
x361.
The Chronicle of
Anna Magelina Bach
Tom Lonnquist has asked us to
announce the opening, April 11 and
12, at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m., of The
Chronicle of Anna Magelina Bach,
a film. The tickets are $1.00,
reduced from $1.50, and are
available at the door.
Coffeehouse
There will be a special “ Prospec
tive Weekend” coffeehouse Satur
day night featuring Ken Gilstrap.
The show begins at 8:45. Be sure to
stop by and welcome Ken back this
Saturday night.
The Committee for Gay Awareness
The
com m ittee
for
G ay
Awareness has re-established its
gay hotline service which is open to
members of both the Lawrence and
A ppleton
com m unities.
This
hotline is basically a info/help-line
and all calls will be treated as con
fidential. If you have any questions
or just need to talk, call ext. 657.
To all non-seniors:
Are you thinking about getting
involved? Well, don't be stupid!!
DO IT!!! Apply for a committee
between Friday, April 18 and
Friday, April 25. More information
will be posted in the dorms.
—LU CC Committee on Committees

S U M M E R T IM E —Don't let the
joys of summer elude you. Apply
for a job at a Girl Scout Resident
Camp in Wisconsin. Openings for
A ssistan t Directors, General
Counselors,
Sw im m ing
and
Boating Instructors, Nurses, Hor
seback Riders, Naturalists, Cooks,
Trip Leaders and more. Equal Op
portunity Employer. Write: RCA,
P.O. Box 1227, Waukesha, W I
53187, 414-542-4491, ext. 36.
"Committee Openings”
One week from today, a p 
proximately 50 student positions
on various LUCC and University
com m ittees will be open. All
students in "good” academic stan
ding are eligible to apply. Ap
plications and more information
about specific committees will be
posted in the dorms next week.
DON'T M ISS YOUR CH AN CE
TO GET INVOLVED!
—LUCC Committee on Committees
Guess W ho’s Coming to
Dinner Theatre?
Well, we haven't decided. If you
are a freshman, sophomore, or
junior interested in choosing the
1980-1981 Dinner Theatre and A
La Carte Programs, please come to
a short organizational meeting on
Monday April 14, 7:00 p.m., in the
Plantz Hall Lounge. For more in
formation, contact Patty Quentel,
ext. 303.

CM L
Free peer tutoring, academic
counseling, tim e m anagem ent
training, free hand-outs on writing
and study skills, lending library
with books on any aspect of paper
w riting, free R E A D IN G A N D
STUDY S K IL L S COURSE (1 hour
per day for 4 weeks), free "M A T H
A N X IE T Y C L A S S ” (1 hour per
week for 5 weeks) — for students
who experience stress before,
during, or after taking a math
class. If you avoid taking a math
class or panic when you take the
exams, this closed group experien
ce will help you work through the
negative ideas that interfere with
achieving positive results in the
area of math. Contact Ronna at
x327 for an appointment. CM L is
located in M ursell E du ca tio n
Building.
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ATTENTION
College Seniors
T h e U n iv e r s it y o f C h ic a g o

R o u n d trip fro m
N e w Y o rk
to L u x e m b o u r g

EVER

T W O

Mo r e s t r i c t i o n s

Y E A R M A S T E R ’S

See your travel agent or write Dept. # ( N
Icelandair P.O. Box 10.S,
West Hempstead, NY 11552.
Call in NYC,,757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
Please send me: [ 1 An Icclandair flight timetable.
tJ Your huropcan Vacations brochurc.

D E G R E E P R O G R A M
A p p lic a t io n D e a d lin e M a y 15

W rite:
C O M M IT T E E ON PU B LIC PO LIC Y STU D IE S
301 W ieb o ld t H a l l .
1050 East 59th Street
C h icag o , IL 60637
(312) 753-1896

K o u n d t r ip
fro m C h i c a g o
to L u x e m b o u r g

Confirmed reservations • free wine with dinner, cognac after •
no restrictions on stays to I yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from I .S. from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in the L.S.

S A L E !

HARDLY

E I R E

A N E Q U A L O P P O R T U N IT Y E M P L O Y E R

M O V IN G

217 E. C o lleg e

B IR D

A p p lica tio n s due Friday, April 25, 1980. S tarting
d ate a p p ro xim ately A ugust 1, 1980. See infor
m ation posted on C areer C en ter bulletin board.
C o n tact M s. H ardt, C areer C en ter, or Mr. W h it
com b, B usiness O ffice , for add itio n al in fo rm atio n .

T h e C o m m it t e e o n P u b lic P o lic y S t u d ie s

O P E N IN G
N ext W eek at

normative truths and values of
Christianity are, however, set
forth in a book, the Bible, which
has
been
system atically
m isrepresented by hum anists
and disregarded by the general
public. The task of the final
portions of the series is to apply
common tests of evidence to show
that the Bible is not a volume of
myths and contradictions, but a
trustworthy record.
Schaeffer and Koop assume no
agreement of belief on the part of
their audience: they speak not
exclusively to Christians. On the
contrary, their challenge is to
humanism, their techniques are
those of reputable scholarship,
and their conclusions are of
concern to any human being.
“ Whatever Happened to the
Human Race?” will be presented
at Lawrence under the spon
sorship of Appleton Lutheran
Bretheren Church and Lawrence
Christian Fellowship. Films one
and two, on abortion and in
fanticide, will be shown at 7 p.m.
on Thursday, April 17; film three,
on euthanasia, at 7 p.m. on
Froday, April 18; films four and
five, on the philosophical bases of
these issues, at 7 p.m. on
Saturday, April 19. All films will
be shown in Stansbury Theatre in
the
Music-Drama
Center.
Discussions will follow the films
on Thursday and Saturday nights
in Main Hall. Schaeffer’s and
Koop’s book “ Whatever Hap
pened to the Human Race?” is
a va ila b le on the “ C hristian
Books” shelf in the reserve
section of the library. For more
information on the film series,
book,
discussions,
or
the
arguments presented in these
sources, please call Chris
Krueger.

ANDA

ADMISSION
COUNSELOR

B IG

-shirts from $5.00
-all jewelry 50% off
-all men’ s shirts
$5.00

rationale on which to make
decisions
regarding
the
destruction of defenseless human
life.
A reasoned explanation is
given of h istorical b ib lica l
(Judeo-Christianity as the only
view of reality which in theory
and historic practice produced
genuine respect for life. The

ICELANDAIR TO EUROPE

B IG

Announcing a Staff Vacancy for

L C F f ilm

I
I

n

Name_____ _______________________
Address
City___
State __
Zip_

I

I C E L A N

D A I R

S till your best value to E urope
.- J

April 11, 1980

L a c ro s s e C lu b d e b u ts S u n d a y
by Schmiddy
The 1980 edition of the
Lawrence University La Crosse
club is preparing itself for the
spring season. In the words of
exuberant
cap tain
Ralph
Weickel, “ Yes, sir, the fastest
game on two feet is back!”
Before the last clumps of snow
had melted, the sod of Whiting
Field was being trampled by the
LU sticksters. Even through the
inclement rainstorms of the past
week the drenched players
practiced their art.
The club will be making their
season debut this Sunday when
they host their oldest rivals, the
Ripon Redmen. All Lawrentians
(the majority of which will
probably be studying on Sunday)
are encouraged to leave the SGM,
abandon their papers and
speculative moods, and enjoy this
great spectator sport. The game
will be played outside the
Alexander Gym at 2 p.m. Those
who witnessed any of last years
games should notice a substantial

im provem ent in this y e a r’s
assemblage. The team will be
enhanced by the return of all of
last years starters.
Among those returning are
player-coaches Bob “ Spoon”
Weatherall and Chris “ Proctor”
M itchell. Also re-joining the
squad are Tim O ’Brien, Mike
Updike, and the vintage Geoff
Meader. The talent should be
further augmented by a couple of
promising freshman players.
Those who attend the match
will ostensibly be left speechless
as the graceful Mitchell dances
past the opposition, m aking
himself look like Barishnokov in
“ Swan Lake” . Standout mid
fielders Dave “ D ” Eddy and
John Boas commented that the
game could be violent and in
volve quite a few hits. Said the
keyed-up Boas, “ I think that my
playing ability will be improved
if I can raise my level of
awareness before the game in
order to transcend the experience
and overcome any inhibitions.”

The Lawrentian
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S po rts
S tr ik e th re a te n s so ftb a ll

by Marvin Miller
IM softballers continued to
train this past week despite the
threat of an imminent strike by the
P la y e rs’ Association. Trever
player
representative
Yaz
Dwyer, the chief spokesman for
the players, told a large Monday
night Viking Room crowd that the
players want to start the season
as scheduled, but if the ad
ministration doesn’t give in to the
players’ “ minor” demands, “on
opening day the boys of summer
will be home sipping Schaefer.”
Negotiations have continued at
a snail’s pace this week, as
Ralph Weickel
neither side seems willing to
compromise. The main problem
is the players’ demands, which
include new softballs, an increase
W o m e n ’s s o f t b a l l e y e s a n o t h e r c h a m p i o n s h i p
in free season tickets for players’
relatives, attendance of Com
our starting pitcher for the past
The Lawrence U niversity
Vikings finished as consolation missioner Rik Warch at opening
two years, we are not as strong in
women’s softball team opens
champs in the the Wisconsin day ceremonies, a “ Discothis area as we would like to be.
their season Tuesday, April 15, at
Independent College Women’s Demolition” Night to help im 
field
conditions,
The pitching is improving daily,
home against Lakeland. The
Athletic Conference Tournament. prove
but it is hard to replace a quality
Other regulars back this year cheerleaders, and the release of
game is to be played on the
pitcher like E lli.” E lli Kerlow,
include Sue Friend, a starter two the hostages in Iran.
southeast corner of W hiting
The
a dm in istra tio n
has
years ago who studied offout with a broken arm , piled up a
Field, on the south campus.
relatively
quiet
campus last season, and Dawn rem ained
13-2 won-loss record over the past
Game time is set for 4:30 p.m.
throughout the affair, although
Austin.
two seasons.
In his third year as softball
There are five returning
coach, Mike Gallus is optimistic
Other players vying for star one anonymous general manager
starters from the 9-1 consolation ting positions on this year’s has stated that if a strike occurs,
about the upcoming season. “ We
have a good shot at the con championship team of a year roster include seniors Ceil “ We won’t be afraid to use the
ago. They include Laura Hirsch, Carlson and Kim Longacre, second stringers. We’re going to
ference title this year. We have a
the top hitter on the team with a ju n io r
lot of depth on this team, a strong
Kathy
Boentje, break the backs of these prima
.636 batting average, Cindy sophomores Janet Salzwedel and donnas.”
group of hitters and fielders,
Nevertheless, the players
Carlson,
Angela
Holloway, Karen King, and freshmen Heidi
especially shortstop
Laura
M argy Bardgett, and Deb Berres, Rachelle Wilson, Mary remain united, citing the record
Hirsch, and Cathy Robison at
1979 attendance figures as just
Jaryszak. Last year was the Jasper, Ann Kohl, Emily Lynch
second base.
another example of the ad
second year in a row that the and Ann Jacobsen.
“ With the loss of Elli Kerlow,
Missing from the team this m inistratio n “ padding their
year are Leslie Wachter, the
team ’s second-leading hitter last
S IE N I O R S
year, with a .517 batting average,
M arianne Nelson, leading in
— R E S U P 1 E S P R IN T E D —
R B I’s last season with 15, and
★ White or color sto
★ Fast Service
Elli Kerlow, the team’s leading
★ 1 , ping Service A v a i l a b l e
pitcher.
“ It’s hard to make up for the
loss of these people,” Gallus said,
T t t g @
“ but with the strength and depth
of this year’s team, we can
APPLETO N
IN C .
0 F
compensate for the losses,
323 W. C O L L E C E A V E . A P P L E T O N « W I S . 5 4 9 1 1
although it won’t be easy. We are
still
eyeing
a
conference
Q U A L I T Y . QUICK PR IN TI N G
PHONE 733*6627
championship.”

pocketbooks.” Says Phi Delt
player rep Reggie Matchefts,
“ They’ll never make us back
down. As far as I ’m concerned,
the phy-ed department can take
their cup and twirl on it.”
The players also have support
from the fans. Says Treverite Hot
Lips Framberg, “ I ’ve already
gone out and bought my
cheerleading uniform.”
OTHER SOFTBALL NEWS:
Former Plantz star Dave Weber,
who recently lost his Supreme
Court battle against the reserve
clause, has turned up in London.
When asked if he missed LU
softball, he replied, “ Who needs
’em .”
Plantz
captain
Bombo
Mochalski has a bright outlook on
what could be an otherwise bleak
season for the Plantzites. In
order to enliven team spirits, he’s
been floating around the dorm
late at night with protege Vida
Boas, shouting, “ Ask not what
your team can do for you, but
what you can do for your team ”
Delt Star W ally “ J o h n ”
( hambers may be following in
the immortal footsteps of Ray
Fosse as injuries have slowed
him considerably this spring. The
latest problem is a badly ex
panded
w aistline,
but
he
hopes to get in some time as third
base coach.
Ormsby, which has been forced
to drop its annual softball fun
draiser, Zoo Day, due to lack of
team support, has now dropped
out of the university. Colman
may soon follow.

rC O N K E Y ’S
226 E. C o lleg e Ave.
739-1223

THIS SATURDAY

APRIL 12
is the LAST DAY for
FU LL R E F U N D S
R E C E IP T S R E Q U IR E D

$
WWTt D€AN SUMMON SCVON COLORADO COUfGC COLORAI>0 SPRINGS COLORADO «0900
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A d o lf S p ik e r e tu r n s
Typically, the backs score the
tries (Rugby equivalent of a
football touchdown), kick the
penalty goals and extra points
(football
field
g o al),
and
generally get all the press in the
newspaper. The scrummies, or
piggers, are always less pleasant
to look at as they go about their
chore of getting the ball to the
backs with enthusiastic grunts
and groans.
Now, back to what happened
to our beloved club last weekend
The Appleton scrum was unable
to grab possession of the ball
from the Madison scrum. This
was due mostly to the fact that
Last Saturday the sun was
shining brightly in M adison, our 8-man scrum did not play as a
Wisconsin as the Appleton Rugby single unit but was loose and
Football Club prepared to do unorganized. Individual players
for Appleton constantly found
battle with the Madison squad.
struggling
for
The playing field, or “ pitch,’’ was themselves
in perfect condition, wind was possession of the ball with eight
Madison players in opposition.
negligible, and the temperature
was an ideal 68 degrees. The When Appleton’s scrum did get
Appleton team couldn’t have the ball to the backs, our players
asked for a nicer day to play that failed to pass the pigskin from
all-important first match of the one to another without dropping it
or were tackled before they could
season.
Then, somehow this beautiful get very far upfield. The winger,
situation turned into a sour, ugly, or last man in the back line, is
and gory mess in a hurry, and our always the fastest man on a
heros were whacked soundly and rugby team, and the Appleton
squarely by a score of 28-3 in the wings did not touch the ball all
day long in Madison. In the end,
A-game.
What went wrong? Well, in when an Appleton player did
rugby lingo, the scrum did not get have possession of the ball and
“ good ball” to the backs and was being closely pursued by a
played in “ untidy fa sh io n ” Madison thug, there was usually
altogether, and to top it off the no one for the frightened player
bloody backs did not get the ball to pass to.
Our ruggers fared much better
out to the blasted winger when
Appleton did have possession. All in the B-game, as crisp passing
in all, our buggers did not support and devastating tackles (by Pete
Prichodko) paved the way for a 3each other on the field.
Ike Andrews (IPC) simplified 0 victory. This proper display of
the above description of Ap rugby in the second m atch
p le to n’s ineptitude when he caused much worry among the Aeloquently said “ we goofed u p !” side players.
As usual, the Appleton club
Basically, the Appleton squad
was inexperienced in terms of swallowed its pride at the post
playing together as a team. game party to the tune of 3'jRugby is a game of ball barrels of beer, which made the
possession; that extra yard drive back from Mad-town highly
gained does not mean that much stimulating.
Hats-off and congratulations
unless you are one yard from a
score. There are no first downs as are in order for “ Aching’’ Andy
in football and play is continuous. Hopton and “ Dizzy” Dan Bailiff,
The continuity of the game two towers of tenacity from
requires alm ost super hum an Trever, that competed in their
endurance in the players. The first rugby match ever last
Both
men
have
best rugby players always know weekend.
where the ball is in relation to discovered the agony of victory
field position and when they and the thrill of the post-game
possess the ball are always party.
The Appleton Rugby Club
looking for teammates to pass to.
Rugby is a segretated sport in engages Eau Claire this Saturday
the following regard: The backs at 4:00 p.m. on the IPC field with
are the primadonnas while the those huge goalposts. So come on
scrummies (those players in the out and try to dissect what
scrum ) are second-class citizens. exactly is going on out there.
by Adolf Spike

bv The Hebei

The Lawrence Baseball team
made its annual spring trip this
year to Tennessee, winning two
out of six games in a rough
southern schedule. Lawrence
played its first two games in a
doubleheader
against
the
University of Tennessee-Martin,
losing both games 10-0 and 1-0.
The Vikes suffered two additional
losses to Martin before sweeping
an easy doubleheader from
Bethel College, 8-3 and 5-3.
After winning the Midwest
Conference Championship last
year, Lawrence Baseball expects
to have another fine season in
1980, largely due to the aquisition
of three upperclassmen and three
freshmen. Let’s meet the 1980
team :
Mike “ P am ” Fallon: Mike
seems to be the ace of the pit
ching staff this year, picking up
where fireballer Rich Faust left
off last year. Besides sporting an
excellent fastball, Mike likes to
experiment with curves. He
allegedly derived his inspiration
on the Tennessee trip from the
UT-Martin batgirls.
Brian
“ Pray
for
R a in ’’
Fenhaus: Brian doesn’t mind
being a starting pitcher, as long
as there’s lots of ice after the
game in which to immerse his
arm Said the pensive Fenhaus,
“ I ’ll pitch all day if they have
enough baseballs—When I ’m on
the mound we tend to lose a few.”
Bill “ Captain E nigm a” Simon:
“ Okay, so I’m a walking paradox
. . . at least 1 get the job done.”
When coach Rich Agness asks the
sore-armed star if he could play,
Simon always replies, “ if you
think I can, I w ill.” Indeed, for we
think he’s batting .555 so far this
year!
Dave “ Regional Pride” Wille:
Our man Wille, coming off a
spectacular 1979 season, has had
his share of troubles at the plate
so far this year. Keeping his
usual composure, Wille said he
plans to solve his problems by
batting left-handed from now on.

The Lawrentian proudly announ
ced the return of the legendary
Adolf Spike to the sports writing
staff. Spike returns from a one-year
sabattical in which he toured with
the English, Welsh, and French in
ternational squads. Spike's rotten
disposition, ferocious play, and
outlandish behavior, both on and
off the field, have won him world
wide infamy. We are pleased to
report that Spike spurned several
lucrative offers to play and coach
abroad in order to return to his
beloved Appleton to report the
rugby news.

LADEV ITCH hits the dirt
•Jim “ K ” Petran: Jim m y only
struck out six times in seventeen
at bats in Tennessee. Quipped the
sharp-witted senior, “ Hell, I ’m
reverting back to my old way of
life . . . I just can’t score.”
Mike “ I Once Could Throw”
Ladevich: Mike injured his arm
in the off-season so severely that
he can no longer make the throw
from third to first base. His arm
never recovered from the winter
quad wars with the Phi Delts.
Andy “ Rebel” Hazucha: Like
Wille, the Rebel had a tough time
connecting on those southern
roundhouse
curves.
“ The
problem” , the Rebel was quick to
point out, “ is that we just don’t
see curves as good as these up
north. Fallon will attest to that.”
Graham “ 5” Satherlie: The
flamboyant “ 5” is a new addition
to the young outfield this year,
providing some offensive spark
and much-needed speed. The
highlight for “ 5” were the meals
at Big Boy every night.
Steve
“ Z ig g y ”
Hagen:
Although employing one of the
most dangerous fielding styles in
baseball, Ziggy has yet to kill

AMR0W8

RESTAURANT
T ake a B reak
F ro m
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2 Blocks from Campus
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himself. He has however, injured
a few teammates in throwing
drills. “ Maybe I throw a little
wierd” , offered the thoughtful
sophomore.
J im
“ Ju m b o ”
M cB ride:
Closing his ears to the cries of
’’Sit Ju m b o dow n” , J im has
managed to hit the ball hard in
the early going. Indeed, the only
pitcher who has had any success
in sitting Jim bo down has been
coach Agness in batting practice.
Mike “ M r.” Bill: Mr. Bill has
proven to be the most ex
perienced infielder of fly balls,
always catching them halfway in
or out of his mitt. “ I happen to
like snow-cones,” commented the
high-spirited sophomore.
Bob,
“ B lo b ”
B lasio:
“ Som etimes I feel like I ’m
running around on my knees,”
complained the talented junior
and third baseman. “ I may live
in a matchbox, but I make up for
my lack of height with my strong
and accurate arm. If you don’t
believe it, just ask m e.”
Kenny Warger: “ Kenny has
the perfect speed for a pitcher . ..
too slow to hit.” Without a doubt,
this Kent Tekulve look-alike
expects to baffle many hitters
this year.
Gene “ How do you spell Ten
nessee?” Boyle: “ Okay, so I ’ve
never been a proficient speller,
but the essence of baseball is
captured on the field, not in a
spelling bee.”
Dan “ I can count” Hunt:
“ What Gene Boyle is to spelling, I
am to counting,” proclaimed the
speedy
pinch-runner.
Dan
learned very early that only one
runner can occupy a base at a
time.
B ill “ Wee W illie ” W einer:
Although Bill could not make the
trip to Tennessee, he hopes to be
an important addition to the
Viking pitching staff this year. “ I
like pitching in games,” ex
plained the fickle freshman, “ but
the practices are a real drag.”
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The purpose of the world was discovered at
Lawrence University this week. ‘The warranting of lies
is abject ridiculousness’, said Professor Nepenthes a
Visitor to our campus.”
(As reported by Chip Butlerwistic)

